TATTOOS

DOWN BELOW GANGSTERS

91. DBG gang members also tattoo their gang symbols on their bodies, a more permanent pledge of their gang membership and allegiance. Often DBG gang members get tattoos on very visible places on the body so as to flaunt their gang allegiance and membership which intimidates the community. It is common, within the Proposed Safety Zone, to see known DBG gang members displaying or flashing gang-related tattoos featuring the above gang symbols.

92. Below are examples of photos of the DBG gang tattoos described above.

PHOTOS 21-22: Tattoos of "Sunnydale"
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Photo 22
PHOTOS 23-24: Tattoos depict the letters "SD" and the phrase "Sunny Dale" both references to DBG.

PHOTOS 25-27: Tattoos depict the numbers "324" a symbol for DBG that represents the letters "D", "B", and "G" on a telephone keypad.
PHOTOS 28-29: Tattoos memorialize deceased DBG members.

PHOTO 30: Tattoo has three references to DBG: "324" on the left side; "DBG" on the right side; and "1500 Block" in the center, one of the older monikers used to represent DBG.
93. TOWERSIDE gang members also tattoo their bodies with their gang symbols as a more permanent pledge of their gang membership and allegiance. Often TOWERSIDE gang members get tattoos on very visible places on the body so as to flaunt their gang allegiance and membership which intimidates the community. It is common, within the Proposed Safety Zone, to see known TOWERSIDE gang members displaying or flashing gang-related tattoos featuring the above gang symbols.

94. Below are examples of photos of the TOWERSIDE tattoos described above.

PHOTO 31-33: Tattoos bearing the name "TOWERSIDE" as well as "B'NER" a moniker for murdered TOWERSIDE gang member Byron Smith
PHOTO 31: This is the same TOWERSIDE gang member who has "TOWER" tattooed on the back of his left arm and "SIDE" on the back of his right arm.

PHOTOS 32-33: This is the same TOWERSIDE gang member who has "TOWER" tattooed on the back of his left arm and "SIDE" on the back of his right arm.

PHOTO 34: Tattoo reads "GENEVA TOWERS" referring to the old housing development and synonymous with "TOWERSIDE." The "GENEVA TOWERS" is also written in the form of a "T."
PHOTOS 35-37: TOWERSIDE gang members often use the numeric symbol "312" although its origin and derivation is still unknown.